
 

December 15, 2022

Mr. Robert Fournier, Esq.
Sarasota City Attorney
Fournier, Connolly, Shamsey, Mladinich & Polzak, P.A.
1 S School Ave # 700 
Sarasota, Florida 34237

Dear Mr. Fournier, Esq.,

Well, you can put lipstick on a hog and call it a “Special Usage Permit”, but it's still a hog! The City of Sarasota’s 
“Special Events Guidebook” states that;  “A special event is any organized activity occurring on city-owned property 
within city-maintained right-of-ways for which the organizer requests the use of city services above and beyond the 
ordinary use, or which requires a commercial vending permit, pursuant to section 23-3.6 of the City of Sarasota 
Municipal Code” (Exhibit A).

The City “Park Usage Agreement,” which all event coordinators or event sponsors are required to sign states; “bounce-
houses are strictly prohibited in the parks or right of ways”(Exhibit B). Why were the promoters of the holiday event not 
required to sign the City “Park Usage Agreement” If this is “strictly prohibited,” why is there a bounce house in St 
Armands Circle Park? Why are promoters who handle events for non-profit organizations required to sign the city “Park 
Usage Agreement” that strictly regulates event policies and activities and the holiday event is excused from this 
requirement?

The Downtown Merchant’s Association requested to put rides in JD Hamdel Park and was denied by Candie Pedersen, 
General Manager of Parks & Recreation, because of the potential of hydraulic fluid leaking into the grass. Yet the holiday 
event has two hydraulic operated machines on the grass within the event site (which is against Park & Recreation policy) 
(Exhibit C).

Paragon keeps complaining about the heavy-handed Extra Duty Police details required for our non-profit client events. 
We were given assurances that these details would be layered in relationship to occupancy density.  When I recently 
questioned the heavy-handedness of an upcoming event detail, I was told, “it’s what is happening in America right now 
that we need to keep it at this level,” regardless of the level of attendance density. But the holiday event has been excused 
from this requirement.

The “City of Sarasota Customer Guide to Special Events and Permitting” states; “the Sarasota Police Department will 
determine how many extra duty officers are needed” ((Exhibit D). How does a family event geared to children not 
require an Extra Duty Detail? Does a family event geared to children not require the “due diligence” of the City? Why is 
every other land usage operator in the City required/mandated to have an Extra Duty Detail, and the holiday event does 
not? Why did Sarasota Police Department allow them to put in a request for one officer (not mandated), for the duration 
of the event and then cancel it for private security?  Why is Paragon not able to put in a request for private armed 
security in lieu of SPD?  Why are we not allowed to dictate to SPD the number of Special Duty officers, just as the 
holiday event did? Why were they allowed to cancel the off-duty detail and substitute it with private security? Does a 
“Special Usage Permit” not fall under the operating policies of the Sarasota Police Department? 



                                                                                                                                                                                      
Why were they not quoted premium rates that are required to be implemented, if the off-duty request is 45 days or less? 
Why is Paragon and every other promoter required to prepay SPD through the online administrative service called 
“Rollkall?” Rollkall collects an additional administration fee, and the SPD extra duty detail department charges a $10 per 
officer per hour, a redundant administrative fee. The holiday event projected 175 attendees per hour, which is 11,725 
people per week. Even if the projections fell short, shouldn’t SPD have taken notice of these projections for public 
safety, as they do with Paragon and other events? 

The staffing agreement with SPD, regardless of whether they use SPD or not, is $50 per officer + $10 per officer per hour 
for an administrative fee. The initial draft contract dated Thursday, October 27, 2022, estimated pedestrian management 
(SPD) for 2000 hours based on 4 crossing guards per day at a total cost of $42,460.  This becomes $21.23 per hour per 
officer. For private enterprise, a paid admission event, isn’t the city underwriting the cost difference for the police detail 
with taxpayer money?  

Per page 6 of the “Customer Guide to Special Events and Permitting,” a for-profit event will be charged $415 per day to 
use the park (before all other fees). The City fees for a non-profit event are $33 per hour per 10,000 sq. ft. of park space 
used (before all other fees). The holiday festival is onsite from November 14 to January 6.  November 14-17 set up.  
January 4-6 teardown.  This is 54 days for a total of $12,349.26 as per the contract. This is a rate of $228.69 per day. 
Why is a profit-making venture able to use the park for 55% of the non-profit rate? According to page 8 of the “Customer 
Guide to Special Events and Permitting,” trash containers are $30 per container, per day, per dump. According to page 3 
of the contract with the holiday event, the trash removal fee of $720 will include 4 containers serviced daily by the city. 
The standard cost for 4 containers dumped daily for a 54-day event should be $6,480.  This is 11% of the city standard 
rate.

When Paragon uses city electrical, we pay a $280 fee. Why is there no record of an electrical use application or a paid 
fee (Exhibit E)?  Then why is the holiday event using City electrical (Exhibit F)?

The City requires that; “All entities who apply for event permits must adhere to the recycling ordinance and proper waste 
disposal methods.” This is ordinance 94-3786 Section 16-17 ( c ), “ATTACHMENT G, Agreement to Provide for 
Recycling at City Permitted Events” (Exhibit G ). This is a “mandatory recycling program” from all events, even though 
the City doesn’t recycle. “Failure to provide proof of contract for recycling service may result in a denial of a permit 
for the event.” Why is the holiday event not required to sign this “mandatory” agreement?  

Also, when there is amplified sound, a sound permit is required?  And there is no sound permit application on record for 
this event. Contrary to City rules that require such a permit (Exhibit H ).

It is inconceivable that the Sarasota governing body would treat private enterprise more favorably than local not-for-
profits, and violate its governing procedural standards, potentially denying event permit holders “equal protection.”

I look to your reply and resolution to these issues. Thank you. 

Sincerely,

Bill Kinney 
Bill Kinney
Event Director
631.525.6736
bill@paragonartfest.com

CC   Marlon Brown, Sarasota City Manager  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